Col Largo
Size : 28cm/41cm
This spacious and cozy collar, knitting in the round, consists of twisted motives
interwoven giving the whole a nice volume. The points that make up are simple:
knit, purl stitches and easy to twist.
Material :
6 balls Mérina Cheval Blanc Color anthracite (n°30).
Circular needles 8mm on cable of 60 or 80cm.
cable needle, a sew or tapestry needle. A row counter (optional).
4 stitch markers (one with a different color from the other 3), scissors, tape
measure.
Points and abbreviations :
k : knit
p : purl
T1 : (with 6 stiches) : slip 3 st. to cable needle and hold to front, k3, k3 from cable needle .
(….)x…: knit the motive between (…)as many times as indicated after the« x ».
*….* : knit the motive between * and * as many times as necessary to finish the round.
R : round.
Gauge (stockinette, 10cm/10cm) : 14 st./18 rounds

Work:
Knit with thread in double.
Tip: put a stitch marker every 26 st. to delineate knitting patterns and visualize the job.
Cast on 104st in long cast tail. Form the circle, and put the stitch marker (with the color different from the 3 others) to
indicate the beginnig of the round.
Edge :
Knit 4 round with this motive *1mv, (2md, 2mv) x3*
Then knit this pattern with 24 round, 3 times.
T1, 5, 9, 13, 17 and 21 : (p1, k12, p1, k12) x4.
T2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 24: (p1, k12, p1, k12) x4.
T3, 7 and 11 : (p1, T1, T1, p1, k12) x4.
T15, 19 and 23 : (p1, k12, p1, T1, T1) x4.
After these 72 laps pattern, making the final edge:
Knit 4 round with this motive *1mv, (2md, 2mv) x3*
Bind off very flexibly.
Bring in the threads, cut them short.

